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Just when Sophia thinks she’s got a handle on things
going on in the dragon town, her whole world is
rocked, quite literally. While Sophia, Gale and Topaz
‘get to know’ each other more intimately, things are
the school they’re camping out at have taken a turn
for the worse. A group of dragon rebels were
supposed to arrive today, but they never did, making
everyone worry that they might have been caught by
the deserter fae soldiers roaming the area. As Sophia
makes it back to the school, she finds out that the
parents of Gaia, the little earth dragon orphan, went
missing last full moon and it’s another full moon
tonight… Then more bad news reaches her, another
two sets of parents have gone missing… Sophia and
her men try everything in their power to find out why
earth dragons are going missing, what’s happening to
them. Why can Gaia still sense her parents when
they’re not there? And what does a magically locked
room at the local library have anything to do with it?
This is the fourth novella in the Guarding Their Dragon
Mate serial, a six episodes long reverse harem
#WhyChoose story. This novella may include any of
these elements: steamy scenes, ‘I need tissues NOW’
moments, cries of ‘why, oh, why’ and cliffhangers that
make you bite your nails (and curse the author). This
story takes place in the same world as the
Lughnasadh Elite Academy and happens after the
events from the other series. Both series can be read
stand-alone, they are about different characters, but
they are connected.

Elizabeth and the Magic of Dragons
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Gianna Harris doesn't think twice when joining a
program seeking surrogates for an alien shifter planet
whose female population was decimated during war.
It's better than grieving a mother who doesn't
remember her. With tears, Gianna says her goodbyes
then travels to planet Daeria where she meets not
one, but two sexy dragons who claim she's their
mate.As the dragon king and leader of the shifter
council, Voss has a duty to rebuild the planet after a
shifter war destroyed everything. The surrogate
program was supposed to be simple. The female
volunteers are assigned to the shifter species they
want and are not forced to do anything they don't
want. When Voss caught the scent of one of the first
females to arrive at the spaceport, he and his best
friend, Azar, break a few rules to claim their true
mate. They steal her away from the wolves she was
assigned to. And a particular wolf wants her badly
enough to start another war if she isn't turned
over.Readers: This is a smokin' new series with
badass dragons and sassy women that will keep you
on your toes. If you like menage, get to reading.

Chasing Charis
In the land of Wyvern where Dragon Shifters rule
Kingdoms, there is a Peace Pact amongst Dragons
and Humans. At stake is the neutral land co-governed
by Humans and Dragons, known as The
BordersSERIES DESCRIPTIONWe are The Four Princes
from The Four Kingdoms of Wyvern.Razor is the Red
Prince from the Kingdom of RoseCliff.Jasper is the
Green Prince from the Emerald Realms.Tar is the
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Black Prince from the Dark Forests.And Flint is the
Silver Prince from the Metal Lands.We are princes one
day who will rule our kingdoms in Wyvern. Right now,
we are the Kings of Wyven School for Boys, a school
known for the toughest training of rulers and heads of
states to be in order to prepare them for the cruel,
cruel world we know of, in the kingdoms of Wyvern.
On a typical day at Wyvern School for Boys, one
student or another gets beaten badly, pranked on so
viciously, that they end up seriously injured or close
to death. It is the way of Wyvern. It is how kingdoms
determine the next heir and successors to thrones. It
is a vicious game. One of survival. One of rules.So
when they let in Allotrope Free from some nowhere
kingdom, we felt affronted. Assaulted with
disrespect.First of all, Allotrope is not a boy, but this
girl, who is much too pretty and gorgeous to be in a
school full of boys. Second, she is the last thing
anyone would think could be a ruler or head of state.
She is an orphan. Wyvern School for Boys is letting
her in as a statement from one of our mothers, who is
the ruling Queen of one of of kingdoms. Girls can
grow up to become rulers too. Kingdoms are at sake.
Real wars are being fought. The last thing we need is
a girl like Allotrope to make everything we stand for, a
whole big joke. So, when it comes time to eliminate a
student at Wyvern School for Boys, Allotrope should
be the first to go, and we Four Princes, will make sure
she goes.****Call me AllotropeAlly for short. When I
received a royal decree from Queen Jade of the
Emerald Realms to attend school at Wyvern School
for Boys, I thought it was a prank pulled by my friend
William who apprentices with me at the Blacksmith.
There was no way I could attend such an elite school
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just for kings-to-be. But it was a Royal Decree, and if I
don't obey the Decree, there was a threat of death to
me and to all I hold dear, which probably means
William and his parents, Bilbo and Kate, the
blacksmith and his wife, the alchemist, whom had let
me stayed with them since I became an orphan.To
keep them safe. To keep me from losing my head, I
packed up what little belongings I had and enrolled at
Wyvern School for Boys.Everything at Wyvern School
for Boys was meant to intimidate. Being the only girl
at a school of incredibly handsome boys, especially
the Four Princes, was intimidating. Not to mention the
cutthroat competition that literally cuts students from
the school. I'm stuck in a hard placeeither get killed
by defying the Royal Decree and also get everyone I
cared for, killed. Or stick it out at Wyvern School for
Boys, despite all the bullying and cutthroat games
Wyvern has in store for me.Of course, there is no
choiceI must survive Wyvern School for Boys, or die
trying. Did I mention this is a school for Dragons, too?
I just have to watch out for the fire. ***Diamonds and
Dragons is book 1 of the Cruel Princes of Wyvern
Series for mature teens and up (17+) and is a
paranormal dark fantasy bully romance reverse
harem that will contain steamy and scorching scenes,
dark fantasy elements, and consensual sex. This is a
high school NA series. *THIS IS THE NA version. A YA
(TV-14) Version is also Available.

Legacy (Lughnasadh Elite Academy 4)
Three dragons. One woman. A reverse harem fantasy
that will leave you breathless and begging for more
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Dareena Sellis is a nobody. The orphaned daughter of
a no-name farmer, she toils away as a serving girl at
Hallowdale Inn, her only marriage prospects either
shipping off to war, or pawing at her skirts with their
grubby, gnarled hands. But fate takes a strange turn
the day a dragon huntress comes to town. Suddenly,
Dareena is swept off to Dragon's Keep, trading in her
raggedy dresses for silken gowns, her closet-sized
room for feather pillows and spacious gardens, and
her miserable suitor for three very handsome,
veryvirile dragon princes. For Dareena is not a
nobody. She is the Dragon's Gift--the one woman
chosen by the gods every century to bear children for
the future king of Dragonfell. Despite her preordained path, Dareena's fate is far from certain. The
crown has not given birth to more than one son in
nearly a thousand years, and the line of succession is
far from clear. Neither of the princes are willing to
cede Dareena to the other, and yet she must choose.
For the enemy is knocking on Dragonfell's door, and
Dareena's decision could either mean the kingdom's
salvation or annihilation.

Craving Her Dragons
Greek Gods. Reverse Harem. Oh, my! I'm a warrior.
Cursed to fight monsters. Sworn to act as Zeus' sword
to protect mankind.But I'd give it all up for one last
kiss with the god who stole my heartApollo.I never
wanted to carry my family's legacy. But blood ties
cannot be broken, and I'll keep the promise I made
my father on his dying bed. Legendary monsters hunt
in city streets of Chicago, and my job was to take
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down the worst. I've trained with Heracles.Been
blessed with super human powers.What I've never
done is fallen in love--until Apollo crossed my path.
But he isn't the only god to catch my attention. Hades
is here too, and with him comes a darkness that
leaves behind a trail of human bodies. Heracles and
my gut instinct urges me to destroy this creature, but
each step brings me closer to the truthDarkness
cannot winor the Earth will tumble into chaos and I'll
lose the god I've come to loveApollo is mine.Apollo is
Mine is book 1 in the Gods and Monsters reverse
harem series.Content Warning: Steamy love scenes,
dominating alphas who protect their female, and
plenty of sexy Greek gods who will leave you
breathless. GODS AND MONSTERS series#1 Apollo is
Mine#2 Poseidon is Mine#3 coming soon#4 coming
soon

Elizabeth and the Call of Dragons
Survival is the only way to win the game. Charlie gave
up her life, without ever knowing it. Two weeks, really
that's no time at all. Hardly enough time to figure out
how to stop the end from coming, that's for sure.
Thrust into a world she spent her life trying to avoid,
there's one chance for them to survive, and it falls on
Charlie to figure out how. Richard, Aaron, and Greg
are hardened killers for a reason. Murder means
nothing to them, if they save Charlie in the end.
Sacrificing Charlie, well it's just not an option. And
when they're given a chance to save the day, they
take it and won't look back. Nevermind the fact that
it's probably a trap.It's all a game to their captor.
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Pitting dragons against one another, knowing that
there's only one survivor. Charlie's played this game
before, albeit with different stakes and an entirely
different madman at the helm. The rules have
changed, sure but how hard can it be to survive?
Especially when she's got three men waiting for her to
come out the other side.

Sacrificed to the Dragon
Three secrets. Two fights. And one broken curse. Isola
is finally back in Dragca, but nothing is the same
when she is hunted and betrayed by everyone she
meets. With one of her dragon guards fighting for his
life, time is running out. When the seers come to her
aid, lies and blood are their price. With two battles on
her hands, one for their freedom and one for her
dragon guards, Isola has a lot to fight for.and a lot to
lose.The dragon guard curse must be broken, for fire
has finally fallen for icebut is death the final
price?18+ Reverse harem romance.

Keto's Tale
Eighteen-year-old Lady Penelope Lennox always
considered herself destined for life as a nun, and she
is shocked when her father arranges for her to marry
Lord Alton Westcott, a man she's never met.
Determined to avoid the sinful pleasures of the world,
Penelope decides to do the unthinkable. In the hope
that persistent disobedience will force her future
husband to send her back to the convent, she will put
aside her meek demeanor and defy him at every
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opportunity. Lord Westcott's insatiable appetite for
the fairer sex and his finely-honed skill in the
bedchamber are both well-known, but after years of
avoiding marriage, his desire for a lasting love leads
him to look beyond the jaded women of his social
circle. His particular tastes demand a young lady
unspoiled by the world, one suitable to become not
only his wife but his little girl as well. Penelope's
unruly behavior offers Lord Westcott the perfect
opportunity to take her in hand, and it isn't long
before the beautiful, headstrong maiden is lying
naked over his knee for a sound spanking. A sore
bottom is only the beginning of his plans for Penelope,
however, and soon enough she is blushing crimson as
her bare body is intimately and thoroughly explored.
But though Lord Westcott quickly proves more than
capable of bringing his innocent little girl to one
powerful climax after another, can he truly teach her
to cast her shame and inhibitions aside and yield
herself fully to his loving dominance? Publisher's
Note: Claiming Her Innocence is an erotic romance
novel that includes spankings, sexual scenes, age
play, anal play, elements of medical play, and more. If
such material offends you, please don't buy this book.

Wings of Spirit
Four lost dragon guards. Three choices. Two betrayals
and one secretDumped on earth with three dragon's
guards, who have no idea who Isola is, isn't what
anyone had planned. With the biggest betrayal still
haunting her heart, it's hard for Isola to remember
what she has to do and that she has to return to
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Dragca. Only making her dragons remember her, isn't
as easy as she hoped. The three guards, who she
knows it's forbidden to love, are doing everything to
make sure they win her heart So, what could go
wrong?With dreams of her betrayer literally haunting
her, and the dangers of earth becoming a problem no
one can protect her from, everything seems lost when
it's dangerous to be.The curse must fall, like fire for
ice, betrayal and death must be the price18+ reverse
harem with possible triggers.

The Akkadian Prophecy
Dragons. A warrior princess. An immortal king and a
prophecy set by gods. This paranormal fantasy
romance sends you to a magical adventure of passion
and love War loomed over the great Kingdom of
Elastin. The devourer of nations, vampire King
Apollyeon threatened to attack to feed his evergrowing hungry legions with Elastinian flesh. The evil
ruler summoned a cursed creature from the
underworld to bring Elastin to an end. According to a
prophecy, a woman who could claim the hearts of
three ancient dragons could slay the demonic
creature and save the kingdom. I, Princess Aurora,
knew I had to become that woman, against my
destiny. I would have to rewrite the prophecy set by
the mighty gods. My only option was to defy the
heavens. See me, the stars of Cassiopeia. Hear me,
the valleys of the New East Mountain. No god can
stop me. I will claim the hearts of the three dragons.
Even if it means losing my own heart, innocence, and
my whole being to them. Dragon Harem is a fullPage 10/36
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length reverse harem fantasy romance novel with
three virile dragon shifters.

Dragon's Curse
An ancient book destroyed. A kingdom threatened. A
Reverse Harem Paranormal Romance. Elizabeth
travels to Aerwyna with her four dragon protectors, a
magical place she didn't know existed, where dragon
shifters live out in the open. Upon their arrival, they're
told that if they can't repair a rare magical book that
they accidentally destroyed, Elizabeth will be escorted
back to her home with the order to never return.
Refusing to live without Elizabeth, the men delve into
the magical world to determine how to repair the
ancient artifact. Soon they discover that the Queen's
fate is tied to the book, and the consequences of their
accident could shake the very foundation of her
Kingdom. But the sacrifice to repair it is high, and
Elizabeth may have to choose between saving the
Kingdom and the four passionate and protective
warriors who have staked their claim on Elizabeth.
Can Elizabeth keep the men who saved her from her
painful past? Or will she have to sacrifice them to
save the whole dragon race? And if not, can she
choose between the four men who now possess her
heart, body and soul? ***Elizabeth and the Magic of
Dragons is Book Three of the Fated Alpha Series. Each
book features a paranormal romance, a true reverse
harem with one woman and four sexy, demanding
and protective shifters. This series is intended for
adult readers for sexual situations, violence, and lots
of cussing. There is no crossing swords in this reverse
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harem.*** Buy now to dive into this sexy reverse
harem world!

Caging Her Dragons
Dragon hoards are supposed to be a beacon of unity,
but Sophia isn’t so sure of that as her hoard seems
out to kill each other… When Sophia and her men
arrive at the dragon town, the night is young, as fate
seems keen to point out. First, she kisses one of her
guys, and almost gets him killed by one of the others.
It won’t be the last time someone attempts that…
Second, she hopes to get them all on the same page
as she reveals that all four men are part of her hoard,
her fated mates. That went over well… Third, she
finds a little dragon in the streets, hungry, tired,
alone. An orphan. Just like her. Returning home brings
back many memories for Sophia, good and bad ones.
But it also means she has to confront other things
from her past, like the people she left behind, old
friendships, old pain. Can she keep her head cool as
the leader of their rebuilding mission, while caring for
a young orphaned dragon and regaining the trust of
old friends? This is the third novella in the Guarding
Their Dragon Mate serial, a six episodes long reverse
harem #WhyChoose story. This novella may include
any of these elements: steamy scenes, ‘I need tissues
NOW’ moments, cries of ‘why, oh, why’ and
cliffhangers that make you bite your nails (and curse
the author). This story takes place in the same world
as the Lughnasadh Elite Academy and happens after
the events from the other series. Both series can be
read stand-alone, they are about different characters,
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but they are connected.

Faith in Dragons
Three sexy dragon shifters. Princes trapped by a
terrible curse. One woman sent to free them. A
steamy reverse harem fantasy romance that will have
you reading past your bedtime! Seela knows there's
little chance she'll be picked in the yearly Selection.
As a fatherless village girl and apprentice healer, the
her name won't be the one on the emissary's lips.
Still, she can't help but feel nervous. The women who
are selected are never returned. No one knows what
happens to them. But on Selection day, Seela's name
is called. Taken away under guard, she finds herself
shoved into a carriage, torn from her home. Worse,
she's thrown into a dark cave and sealed in. Then she
hears skittering. Something horrible is coming. To her
surprise, she is rescued by the last thing she's
expecting--a dragon who can shift into a man. A
prince to be exact. There are three very handsome,
very sexy princes who all need Seela's magic. There's
only one problem. She doesn't have any. Seela learns
of dark magic. And the princes who suffer from it.
They think she is someone who can break the curse
keeping these shifters bound. As she finds herself
drawing closer to these men, time is ticking. Can they
unlock the curse before it's too late? Get your copy
now!

Apollo Is Mine
A woman born to rule an Empire. The three Dragons
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destined for her. Can they overcome the obstacles in
their way? Or will her family put an end to their
happily ever after? I'm Delinda. I am the True Heir to
the Dragon Empire. I have no say in it. My uncle
thrust the title upon me twenty-two years ago, but I'm
not ready to rule an Empire. Until it becomes the
answer to my problem. Two suitors have been
presented for marriage. Both of which were born to be
mine, but I'm already in love. A love that is true but
forbidden. Should be easy enough to tell my mother I
want both men. Now, all I have to do is find a way to
make them accept the man that I love, while trying to
get my act together enough to take control of my
destiny. Surely it can't be that difficult? A Reverse
Harem Fantasy. M/F/M/M

Fated Dragon (Guarding Their Dragon
Mate 3)
Two alien dragon shifters. Two vampires. A whole new
world.And I'm in the middle of it all. One minute I'm a
nineteen year-old woman trying to get through life
and the next second I'm in space, charged with saving
the human race on an alien planet.Four men show up
vowing to love and protect me except they aren't
men at all, they're alien dragon shifters and
vampires.They say we're mates. I say they're
crazy.I'm charged with a mission: have their baby.Um,
how about no.They say it's destiny. I say I'm a long
way from home!Fire, Blood, and Beauty is a full
length, reverse harem romance with passion and
suspense, including elements from paranormal, sci-fi,
and fantasy. There is no cliffhanger and a guaranteed
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happy ending!

Diamonds and Dragons: a High School
NA Reverse Harem Dark Fantasy Bully
Romance (Cruel Princes of Wyvern AllBoys Academy Book 1)
"I am in love. I am in love with smoke. With fire. With
thunder." Fliss is a slave. Bound to the king, her duty
is to fulfill his every whim until she dies, in return for
saving her life during the dragon attack that killed her
parents three years ago. When a local dragon
demands payment, Fliss is offered by the king as a
sacrifice, to keep the beast content so he doesn't
destroy the village. Yet what the dragon wants is
more than Fliss expects. A curse has been cast upon
him by a beautiful enchantress, forcing him to remain
a monster forever. Only one pure of soul can end it,
and he has chosen Fliss. If she breaks the curse upon
him, he will set her free. But there's a man behind the
monster, and as Fliss unveils the mystery that
surrounds the dragon's hidden past, she finds herself
falling in love. Can Fliss tame the tortured beast? Or
will her life be consumed by smoke and flame? An
incredible sword-and-sorcery adventure, Song of
Smoke and Fire is a heart stopping young adult
fantasy novel written by bestselling author Megan
Linski. Full of mermaids, fae, and dragon shifters, this
historical fairy-tale retelling of an ancient Polish
legend will spark hope and love within readers of all
ages.

Return to Shanhasson
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Includes the Christmas Novella: A Baby Dragon for
Christmas Novella: Things start to get even more
complicated for the new Dragon Empress! I manage
to escape the clutches of my supposed Fae mate, by
using my sister as a diversion, but once I get back
home, things start to move rapidly with my
pregnancy. However, with this glorious Christmas gift,
a new set of problems arise, only one of which is who
the baby's father is! The Dragon Empress: After
discovering who the father of my daughter is, we
have the consequences to deal with. Not only within
our relationship but the far-reaching ones. On top of
that, I'm still finding my feet being Empress of the
most powerful race -- the Dragons, and yet my Fae
mate won't leave me alone. I have to find a way to
make all of this work without hurting my men and the
most precious thing to me, my daughter. On top of
that, the repercussions of finding out about my own
father are severe, leaving me doubting who I am and
causing to make a change that surprises my men.
This isn't going to be as easy I first thought. This isn't
going to be as easy I first thought.

Dragon's Blood
STONEFIRE DRAGONS BOOK 1 In exchange for a vial
of dragon’s blood to save her brother’s life, Melanie
Hall offers herself up as a sacrifice to one of the
British dragon-shifter clans. Being a sacrifice means
signing a contract to live with the dragon-shifters for
six months to try to conceive a child. Her assigned
dragonman, however, is anything but easy. He’s tall,
broody, and alpha to the core. There’s only one
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problem—he hates humans. Due to human dragon
hunters killing his mother, Tristan MacLeod despises
humans. Unfortunately, his clan is in desperate need
of offspring to repopulate their numbers and it’s his
turn to service a human female. Despite his plans to
have sex with her and walk away, his inner dragon
has other ideas. The curvy human female tempts his
inner beast like no other. NOTE: This is the entire first
story of the Stonefire Dragons, complete with a HEA
and no cliffhangers. Keywords: dragons, dragonshifter, dragon romance, coming of age, BBW,
shapeshifter, British hero, alpha hero, strong heroine,
paranormal, Stonefire Dragons

Song of Smoke and Fire
Her birth was an act of treason. But now she's their
last hope. Born with the marks, She must choose the
next King, And stand against the Gods. "it was so new
and interesting I was trying as fast as possible to
understand this new world because WOW. This book
is so awesome and different and I loved it." - Ruby,
Goodreads Reviewer "It would be enjoyed most by
people who liked stories such as The Handmaiden's
Tale and Game of Thrones." -Lisa Dawn The Princess
Blog ..".reminded me of a modern-day Lord of The
Rings and/or Game of Thrones." -Advanced Reviewer
"I have seen many authors attempt to recreate or put
twists on Greek mythology before, but this has been
by far the best I have seen. The story flowed
extraordinarily." -Advanced Reviewer "Action-packed
and tenderhearted love story." -Advanced Reviewer
"This is a masterpiece in YA."-Joshua, Goodreads
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Reviewer ..".easily one of my favorite debut novels I
have ever had the pleasure in reading." -Lex Hope
and Whispers Blog On this world, the created have
turned against their Creators. War has raged for
generations between the Hisgeii and their fallen gods.
The Creators seek to enslave the Hisgeii and control
the magics of their marks. The marked men are called
Shifters and can transform into dragons with magical
abilities specific to their caste. The female marked are
called Breeders and are treated as royalty amongst
the Hisgeii. Danu is one such Breeder, though her
markings came with a steep price. She has recently
come of age and in order to become Queen, the
Council has commanded her to choose a mate to be
her King. Danu is of the last generation of Hisgeii with
any hope to defeat their would-be enslavers. With
time running out, she must navigate the heated
political climate, learn what it means to be a marked
member of the lowest caste, decipher the complex
and torrid history of the war between the Hisgeii and
the Creators, differentiate between outright lies and
mere twisted stories of ancient legend, fight alongside
a flock of dragon Shifters against powerful aliens
believed to be immortal gods, deal with a rogue
Shifter whose body bares unusual scars, and unite
with a mate to decide on the future of her people.
Seems easy enough except she has only two weeks to
do it. The Last Dragon Princess follows Danu as she
seeks to lead her people, find her place, and choose a
love to balance her as she takes the throne. Fans of
dragon shifter fantasy, reverse harems, retellings,
Greek mythology, and fast-paced adventures loaded
with romance and political intrigue will love this
unexpected and one-of-a-kind epic novel. This is a
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standalone story with NO cliffhangers!

The Last Dragon Princess
From USA Today Bestselling Author, Tara
WestSeraphina Goldenwand, heiress to the largest
fortune in all four magical realms, isn't really a bad
girl. At least she tries not to be. A small indiscretion
with her professor shouldn't have resulted in the
major scandal that got Serah kicked out of her posh
private school and sent to Dame Doublewart's
Academy for Misfit Witches. Her new school is a
dungeon-literally. Luckily, three sexy dragon shifters
save her from a miserable and lonely detention, and
they enjoy a night that will forever alter the course of
their lives. Draque, Teju, and Ladon Firesbreath,
wayward dragon princes and masters of mischief,
can't believe their good fortune when they rescue the
beautiful witch from a night of fright, then discover
she is just as turned on by them as they are by her.
Little do they know that while they're locked away in
their protective magical cocoon, someone will raze
the school to the ground and frame them for the
crime. Left with no choice but to flee, Serah and the
dragon princes are forced to rely on one another. But
when their trust in each other is shaken, they must
learn to overcome their fears before their enemies
find them.***This is a why choose romance, because
three hot dragons are more fun than one!***

Fated Guards (Guarding Their Dragon
Mate Collection 1)
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Don't swim in my watersI've got a bad reputation, and
all because of my jackass brother. Yes, I'm known as
the mother of all sea monsters. And yes, I can control
powerful creatures who kill and destroy on my
command.But no, I'm not actually in charge. I'm my
brother's slave.So, life sucks just about as much as it
possibly can. At least that's what I thought until my
brother decides I'm more useful sacrificed to angry
sea dragons who despise mermaids. And when I see
gargoyles heading straight for me, all I'm left
wondering is who will kill me first, the winged monsterhunters, or the angry sea dragons.What I don't
expect? The gargoyles don't know who or what I am.
So maybe, just maybe, if I can hide my identity long
enough, I'll survive. But it might take a little
distraction to accomplish. The thing is, I don't think I
mind distracting four hard-as-stone gargoyles who
can't stop staring. As long as at the end of this, I don't
end up with my head on a platter.KETO'S TALE is a
steamy reverse harem romance that involves one
lucky mermaid and four hot gargoyles. It's also a
#whychoose romance, meaning the heroine doesn't
have to choose between her stone-hard love
interests. But make sure you've cleared your
calendar, because this is one book you want to binge
read.

Academy for Misfit Witches
The end is near. But will Olivia be able to save her
dragons and the home she has come to love? Return
to the Veil in the epic conclusion to the Dragon
Descendants.An unexpected reunion brings new
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possibilities to Olivia's quest of finding the dragon
stars. She and the four dragons travel to Iculon, a
kingdom as cold and brutal as its heir. Olivia might
have lost the Star of Fire to the witch Tianna, but she
isn't willing to give up. Not by a long shot. Issik
Westgard preferred a life of quiet and solitude until he
met Olivia Campbell, the girl who found a way to thaw
his frosty heart. War threatens the Veil and all Olivia
holds dear. She might not know what her future holds,
but she's willing to take the witch down with her to
save the four dragons she loves. Piece by piece.Four
dragons.One headstrong heroine.And a reverseharem fantasy romance that could change the fate of
a dying race.THAWING FROST will transport fans of
Twilight, A Shade of Vampire, and The Curse of the
Gods to an enchanted world unlike any otherPrepare
for a unique spin on the lore you love-and an
adventure that is as thrilling as it is unexpected.Scroll
up and BUY NOW to begin*Recommended for ages
17+ due to language and sexual content.

Wings of Fire
I am Fliss, a slave to the king. When a local dragon
demands payment, I am offered by the king as a
sacrifice to the monster… though the dragon is more
than what I expect. The dragon is actually a gorgeous
man, a curse cast upon him by a beautiful
enchantress. Only one pure of soul can end the spell
upon him. The dragon will set me free if I end his
curse for good… but the closer the dragon and I
become, the less I want him to let me go. I will either
tame the tortured beast inside… or my life will be
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consumed by smoke and flame. Song of Smoke and
Fire is a reverse harem YA fantasy romance.

Dragons' Jewel: Paranormal Dragon
Romance
To unlock her powers she must mate with four sexy
dragon shifters. One down, three to go I'm done
hiding. I've stopped running. And I've finally accepted
my destiny-to take four dragon shifters as my mates
so I can become the next Black Dragon, the wielder of
all the elements. I've already bonded with Jasin, my
smoldering soldier, and soon I'll be getting intimate
with Auric, my lofty prince, Slade, my grounded
blacksmith, and Reven, my frosty assassin. Only then
can we become powerful enough to stop the current
Dragons, the overlords of our world. But as we
continue our journey, secrets are uncovered about my
mates that make me question everything, even as
things heat up between us. Yet the greatest secret of
all lies in my own past-and it might destroy us
completely.

Emersyn
Crush the King
A fierce gladiator queen must face off against her
enemies in an epic battle in this next thrilling
installment of New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author Jennifer Estep’s Crown of Shards
series—an action-packed adventure full of magic,
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murderous machinations, courtly intrigue, and pulsepounding romance. Queen Everleigh Blair of Bellona
has survived the mass murder of the royal family,
become a fearsome warrior trained by an elite
gladiator troupe, and unleashed her ability to destroy
magic. After surviving yet another assassination
attempt orchestrated by the conniving king of Morta,
Evie has had enough. It’s time to turn the tables and
take the fight to her enemies. There is no better
opportunity to strike than during the Regalia Games,
a time when warriors, nobles, and royals from all the
kingdoms come together to compete in various
sporting events. With the help of her loyal friends,
Evie goes on the attack at the Regalia, but things
don’t turn out the way she hopes. Soon, she is facing
a terrifying new threat, and she will have to dig deep
and learn even more about her growing magic if she
has any chance of defeating her foes. Because to
secure her throne and ensure her kingdom’s survival,
Evie must think like a true Bellonan: she must
outsmart and outwit her enemies . . . and crush the
king.

Dragon Harem
High school is over which means summer vacation
has officially begun. I just spent the last four years
busting my butt making sure I secured a one way
ticket out of hicksville and the suffocating small-town
life.To celebrate my impending freedom I attend an
end of year party with the same people I can't wait to
escape from. Except this party is different from the
rest, there's someone new.What starts as a summer
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fling quickly turns into more. My carefully guarded
heart is split wide open. Meeting him sends my life on
a detour and threatens to destroy all my future life
plans.He's not supposed to happen, he's not part of
my plan. He spins my world out of control, like a drug
addiction I can't seem to kick.Can he escape his
obligations with Legion's Fallen MC or will our love
destroy everything I've worked so hard to
achieve?This is a medium-burn contemporary reverse
harem romance. The build of harem is slow and will
be complete by end of series. Anticipated 3-4 books in
series.***This book is intended for those 18+ due to
adult content and language.***

Dragon's Gift
Pregnant with their child. Hunted for her life. Will
Dareena and her mates finally break the dreaded
curse? Or will they succumb to the dark forces closing
in around them? Return to Dragonfell one last time for
this final installment in the Dragon's Gift Trilogy. Grab
your copy today!

Obsidian Wings
Welcome to The Dragon Sydae! A sexy new series
that features dragon shifters and the woman who
defies the odds to find her place at their side.
Emersyn and her Sydae give a whole new meaning to
the term reverse harem. Emersyn was born a witch
but could not command the mana she held. She was
resigned to a life of disappointment, but was happy
living aside her sisters in the small town of Gilvern
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and finding comfort in their happiness. Then, one day,
Dalaric, dragon shifter and warrior without parallel,
fell into her life and everything changed. Emersyn
learned she was more than a failed witch. She was a
descendant of a long line of sacred women that had
been blessed to save Akkadian youth from madness.
All Akkadians could become dragon shifters but only if
they had their power released from the twisted mana
that held it captive. Her new role was to become one
of pain and sacrifice. Through pain and the danger
that awakens to hunt Emersyn for the same power
the Akkadians need, Dalaric discovers in her human
heart more than he thought possible. Emersyn called
to everything in him to shelter her beneath his wings.
His Ki danced within her flames, and she seduced him
unknowing with her gentle heart and fierce
protectiveness for those she loved. His second,
Aegwin, knew she was more than a human. Nor was
she only a witch. If she could accept both Dalaric and
Aegwin into her arms, they would lay claim to her as
their Sydae-Va. Their shared mate. After almost two
centuries of companionship and hard work to secure
the lands, Aegwin was happy with Dalaric as his
Sydae-Ra. He was content to remain without a SydaeVa since neither had found a female worth the Ki from
amongst the clans of Akkadians. Though he urged
Dalaric to choose another male from a different breed
to add to their Sydae so he could finally top given his
Sydae-Ra was too stubbornly dominant to allow it,
Aegwin was shocked yet pleased when Emersyn
rattled his leader's nerves and brought new life to the
clan of the white dragons. He watched, waiting for his
chance to claim the little Sweetling but only if Dalaric
would hurry it along!*This series will end HEA and
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EVERY book will end HFN. No cheating (EVER) and I
will not end any book on an unforgivable cliff hanger.
Dragon humor runs amok alongside drama and action
and steamy love scenes. Plot driven romance not just
smut - though there is plenty of that as well. m/m and
m/f for this book. f/m/m will progress in the series by
book two.

Dragon Spell (Fated Touch Book 1)
Stolen from her homeland. Separated from her mates.
Is there any hope for Dareena and her dragons? Or is
their kingdom destined to fall? When Drystan and his
brothers managed to drive their madness-stricken
father from the throne, Dareena thought the worst of
their troubles were over. But the elves are knocking
at their door, demanding reparations, and with a new
general at the helm, they will not let Dragonfell off
the hook so easily. To buy their kingdom time, and
save their armies from certain destruction, Dareena
and Alistair allows themselves to be taken to
Elvenhame, where they will be held hostage until the
countries can come to an agreement. But while the
two kingdoms squabble, the real enemy continues its
insidious assault. Both Dragonfell and Elvenhame
unknowingly teeter on the brink of destruction, and
unless Dareena and her mates can uncover the true
conspiracy, their world will fall to darkness

The Dragon Empress: Dragon Realms,
Book 3
Jane is a normal orphan with unusual grandparents.
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She doesn’t realize how unusual until she returns on
holiday from college to discover that her grandmother
has been kidnapped. Her grandfather reveals that her
kidnappers are a new foe from an old world, and her
grandmother’s only hope is for them to travel to the
other side after her. The Shifting World, however, isn’t
as easy as ours. Every monster, witch, demon, and
other mystical fable that haunts the fairytale books of
our world resides among those lands. Jane finds
herself stumbling through one adventure after
another as she tries to learn the ropes, and the
magic, of the new world in order to save her
grandmother, and herself. Even a place as strange as
the Shifting World, however, has its familiar
handsome men. One of them is Caius, a dragon
shifter with a sly smile and a glint in his eyes. He joins
their search for her missing grandmother, but Jane
isn't so sure it isn’t another member of her family that
he’s interested in. KEYWORDS: new adult, mystery,
paranormal, supernatural, fantasy, folklore, folktale,
folk tale, legend, legends, myth, myths, action
adventure, action, adventure, second chances,
comedy, humor, horror, free, freebie, free book, free
books, book, books, free ebook, ebook, free novel,
rich, quick read, read, short, serial, series, college,
funny, female protagonist, novel, secret, suspense,
thriller, alpha male, literature, story, stories, hero,
fiction, box, box set, boxed, boxed set, romance, free
romance, free romance ebook, free romance ebooks,
free romance book, free romance books, billionaire,
wealthy, millionaire, women's fiction, racy, legal, free
romance novel, free romance books, billionaire
romance, seduction, sexy, sensual, urban,
contemporary, 21st century, current, historical, past,
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demon, werewolf, shifter, shapeshifter, wolf, dark
fantasy, vampire, undead, immortal, ghost, witch,
sorcery, dragons, epic, elf, god, medieval, urban
fantasy, dragon shifter romance, medieval
paranormal romance, dragon wife, dragin, magic,
angel

The Dragon Heiress: The Dragon Realms,
Book 1
My name is Karmaand yes, it's my job too.Since I was
eighteen, I have used my powers to deliver karma to
those in need like my other family does. Only they are
much better at it. I deliver much needed karma to
both good and bad humans, but mainly the bad as it's
more fun. The only rule of the job? Don't talk to the
other gods, especially not the powerful ones, and
definitely don't accidentally kill one of them
Whoops.Now the twin gods of justice are after me,
and not even my family can save me now.If I'm
caught, it will be a one-way ticket pass to the gods'
correctional prison. It's a place where more than mere
gods are locked up and no one ever escapes.Even
gods can't escape their fatebut they sure can try to
run. 17+ RH

Kiss the Sky
A fresh beginning. A new threat. A Reverse Harem
Paranormal Romance. Elizabeth is finally safe, tucked
away in the lair of her four dragon protectors. Now,
she must learn to cope with the grief of losing her
parents, her home, and the Southeastern White Tooth
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Pack, including a wolf her heart still yearns for. Her
four dragon protectors might keep their distance
while she mourns, but they make it clear they desire
her completely. Body, heart and soul. Despite her
grief and the guilt clawing at her heart, Elizabeth's
feelings for the four men grow. She can see the future
they are offering her. A fresh start with them. But a
new challenge arises when the Shifter Authority
forbids their relationship. The Authority claims wolves
can't mate with dragons, and certainly can't conceive
dragon babies. Refusing to give Elizabeth up, each
man is prepared to fight any battle to keep her and to
prove that she's their fated mate. They embark on a
quest to find a legendary dragon. The dragon is
rumored to have defied the orders of the authority,
mated with a wolf and sired dragon children. If
Elizabeth and her men can find this elusive dragon
and his family, they can prove that they are meant to
be. That their union will bring about the birth of
dragon children. The journey is fraught with danger
and Elizabeth must learn to trust her dragons. Her life
depends on it. That may not be the only thing that
needs guarding around four passionate and
possessive dragon-shifters though. Elizabeth's bruised
and battered heart may be in the most danger of all
Elizabeth and the Call of Dragons is Book Two of the
Fated Alpha Series. Each book features a paranormal
romance, reverse harem with one woman and four
sexy, demanding and protective shifters.

Song of Smoke and Fire
Survival is her middle name.Actually, Charlotte's
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middle name is James. But that's neither here nor
there. She's lived her entire life trying to survive in
the harsh reality of the human realm. Now that the
truth has come out, female dragons are free for the
first time in a generation. Now, she's in charge of
training an entire class of dragons.Charlie stands for
everything that Aaron, Greg, and Richard have been
trained to oppose. She's crass, ruthless, and doesn't
care about anyone outside of her circle. Now that
they're tasked with helping her prepare the recently
freed female dragons, all of them must learn to work
together. Unfortunately for them, the same reasons
they dislike her are the ones that have them craving
her touch. When Charlie's students are being picked
off one by one, it becomes clear that something
terrible is happening in the dragon realm. In order to
protect those that are left, Charlie and her dragons
must find out what's going on and why. Secrets,
sacrifices, and a world on the edge of destruction are
the only things standing in her way. How hard could it
be?

Captured Dragon (Guarding Their Dragon
Mate 4)
A scarred, mortal witch. A dragon-shifter with a
terrifying reputation. Constance Rinehart has a
tortured past. Her mother died in the hands of a
ruthless man, and she grew up with a closed heart.
After recent bandit raids, Evernbrook is starving for
food, forcing Constance to sacrifice herself in the
Offering--an event where young maidens are mated
to dragon gods. When she is paired with the most
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brutal man in the world, her worst fears come
true.Rayse Everstone, lord of the largest dragon
shifter clan ever, has been searching for his mate for
the last five-hundred years. He is at odds with his clan
and feared by the humans. When his mate rejects
him, and tensions amongst his kind rise, he faces the
threat of having all he has built collapse and even the
loss of his own life. OBSIDIAN WINGS is the first novel
in a four-book fantasy romance series. The SOUL OF A
DRAGON series explores the world of Gaia, where
dragons roam and magic is rampant. All four books
have been written and edited before being published
together. This series contains scenes of abuse, sexual
content, and violence, which makes it unsuitable for
the light-hearted.

Dragon's Burn (Legion's Fallen
Motorcycle Club)
Three smoking hot alien brothers who all want to
mate with me. Whatever is a girl to do?No matter
what they tell you, alien abduction isn't at all like
what you see on TV. First, I'm rudely abducted and
knocked unconscious. Second, I wake up to an alien
monster who wants to er "mate" with me, but he's got
huge claws, huge fangs, huge everything. I realize I've
been taken by a race of sexy humanoid men. The
bonus? They look like fitness models, they all think
I'm the most attractive woman they've ever seen, and
they can conjure my deepest fantasies out of thin
air.The catch? I'm supposed to woo their prince and
future king, and give him an alien baby. The problem
is I'm more attracted to his brothers, and the dirty
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fantasies they show me. On Earth, I was a good girl,
but these aliens show me just how naughty I can be.
Now my biggest problem is which brother to choose.
And just how far will I let them go? ****Content
warning: For readers 18 years and older. Contains
explicit sexual situations, and sensitive subjects.
Despite this, the story ends with a Happily Ever After.

Fire, Blood, and Beauty
When the dragons came, their shadows stretched
over every continent, blocking out the sun. Then, in
the blink of an eye, every man on earth vanished.
Since that day, there are terrifying rumors of what
happens to the women unlucky enough to stumble
upon a dragon-shifter. But what if the women chosen
by the dragons are actually the lucky ones? Faith is
alone and terrified when her older sister willingly
leaves with a golden dragon-shifter. But she's given
little time to consider how she'll survive in the
apocalypse, because in the next instant, she's
snatched from her backyard by a blue dragon.
Brought back to his mansion, she discovers that not
one but five dragons intend to make her their mate.
Can she escape before they claim her heart and her
body? Or will she accept her role as queen of their
harem? Faith in Dragons includes: Dragon Prisoner,
Dragon Sacrifice, Dragon Awakening, and Dragon
Queen. With each story just over 2,000 words, this set
is short but hot.

Claiming Her Innocence
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Sophia thought she’d be fighting the fae army, not
her attraction to four handsome rebels. Orphaned at
twelve, half-blood Sophia, part witch, part dragon, has
grown from a member of the secretive dragon rebel
army to the one in charge of rebuilding her home
town after the war with the fae. Now she not only has
to deal with new responsibilities but also with a team
of four very handsome men who are supposed to help
her, not distract her… One spoiled fire dragon who
won’t take orders from anyone. One broody air
element witch carrying a lot of pain from his past.
One soft-spoken werewolf with hidden strength. And
one mysterious fae… Four very hot sources of trouble.
The five have barely left for their mission when they
run into the first obstacle as they’re attacked by a
group of renegade fae soldiers. Can they survive the
attack? But more importantly, can they survive the
mission with their lives and hearts intact? This
collection includes the first three novellas in the
Guarding Their Dragon Mate serial, Cursed Dragon,
Hunted Dragon and Fated Dragon, a six episodes long
reverse harem #WhyChoose story. These novellas
may include any of these elements: steamy scenes, ‘I
need tissues NOW’ moments, cries of ‘why, oh, why’
and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails (and
curse the author). This story takes place in the same
world as the Lughnasadh Elite Academy and happens
after the events from the other series. Both series can
be read stand-alone, they are about different
characters, but they are connected.

The Dragon Sacrifice
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Shannari dal'Dainari won the Rose Crown. She has her
beloved Khul at her side. Yet shadows crowd closer
than ever. Political machinations and assassination
attempts have crippled her ability to protect the land
and the people. When her children are endangered,
she has no choice but to send them to safety. Away
from her. Surrounded by grief, danger, and turmoil on
all sides, the last thing she needs is another enemy
threatening to destroy all she holds dear. Yet a Black
Dragon stirs in the deserts of Keldar. He haunts her
dreams, while a Keldari army amasses on her border.
When he soars over the Shining Walls of Shanhasson,
will she put a knife in his heartor will Shadow devour
her at last with dragon jaws? Love is the greatest gift
of all, and sometimes requires the greatest sacrifice.
However, love shines in the darkest night. The road is
long and hard, but when Shannari reaches her
destination, she'll reunite with all her loved ones she's
lost over the years and find more love and happiness
than she's ever known.

Thawing Frost
One act of desperation, two princes in dire situations.
The first day of the new academic year started pretty
normal for Litha, between hanging out with the
princes and Phoenix and going to her first class it all
seemed perfectly simple, but it ended horrifically
wrong with Litha, Kit and Rune locked in a room at the
succubi cafe, surrounded by fae soldiers. As they
broke free, Litha sacrificed herself to save the woman
she’d always thought of as her grandma. In the fallout
after Litha’s magnificent magical attack, things
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become even more grim as Litha, Phoenix and the
princes are surrounded by the rest of the fae army,
who are now slowly closing in on them through the
thick smoke. They can’t see the soldiers, but they can
hear them come closer. The five have to stand their
ground, protect Litha and her grandma, and try not to
get killed before backup reaches them. But when the
fae soldiers reveal their new weapons, things get
even more dicey. Will they make it out? And in what
condition? This is the fourth novella in the
Lughnasadh Elite Academy serial, a reverse harem
#WhyChoose story. This novella may include any of
these elements: steamy scenes, ‘I need tissues NOW’
moments, cries of ‘why, oh, why’ and cliffhangers that
make you bite your nails (and curse the author). This
story includes MF, MM and also FF scenes, but
everyone is primarily focused on Litha and there are
no sexy scenes between the guys and the other girl.
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